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Tajik Vocabulary for English Speakers - 9000 Words 2013-12 9000 word english tajik vocabulary knowing and understanding

around 9000 tajik words will give you the ability to read and write with only the minimal use of a dictionary this knowledge will

foster your ability to express your thoughts during conversation in a precise and accurate way with a little practice and with the

added help and experience of having viewed many tajik films you will be proud and amazed at your new level of tajik you will now

see your language level improve to the point where you can say tajik absolutely i know it very well t p books vocabularies are

intended to help you learn memorize and review foreign wordsthe dictionary contains over 9000 commonly used

wordsrecommended as additional support material to any language coursemeets the needs of both beginners and advanced

learnersconvenient for daily use reviewing sessions and self testing activitiesallows you to assess your current vocabularythis

book can also be used by foreign learners of english this revised edition december 2013 contains 256 topics basic concepts

numbers colors months seasons units of measurement clothing accessories food nutrition restaurant family members relatives

character feelings emotions diseases city town sightseeing shopping money house home office working in the office marketing

sports education computer internet tools nature countries nationalities and more our tajik collection includes also vocabularies of

3000 5000 and 7000 words

4000+ English - Tajik Tajik - English Vocabulary 2016-03-24 4000 english tajik tajik english vocabulary is a list of more than

4000 words translated from english to tajik as well as translated from tajik to english easy to use great for tourists and english

speakers interested in learning tajik as well as tajik speakers interested in learning english

5000+ English-tajik Tajik-english Vocabulary 2009 5000 english tajik tajik english vocabulary is a list of more than 5000 words

translated from english to tajik as well as translated from tajik to english easy to use great for tourists and english speakers

interested in learning tajik as well as tajik speakers interested in learning english

Tajik-English/English-Tajik Practical Dictionary 2013-12 tajik is the official language of tajikistan and the mother tongue of millions

of ethnic tajiks this bilingual dictionary with almost 15 000 entries is a useful tool for both non tajiks visiting central asia and

students of tajik with all entries appearing in both the cyrillic alphabet and romanized transliteration

Tajik Vocabulary for English Speakers - 3000 Words 2013-12 3000 word english tajik vocabulary this book is a learning tool for

mastering basic tajik vocabulary it will help you obtain a solid base in your knowledge of the tajik language the 3000 words

contained in this edition will aid in your understanding of simple phrases and hone your composition skills this manual will also be

an invaluable reference during any trip abroad where the tajik language is spoken simple transcriptions of each word will assist in

the memorization of reading rules once you have mastered even only 70 of the words contained in this vocabulary guide you will

be able to say yes i speak a little tajik t p books vocabularies are intended to help you learn memorize and review foreign

wordsthe dictionary contains over 3000 commonly used wordsrecommended as additional support material to any language

coursemeets the needs of both beginners and advanced learnersconvenient for daily use reviewing sessions and self testing

activitiesallows you to assess your current vocabularythis book can also be used by foreign learners of english this revised edition

december 2013 contains 101 topics including basic concepts numbers units of measurement the most important verbs time

calendar day and night months seasons travel sightseeing city shopping clothing accessories cosmetics telephone phone

conversation foreign languages meals restaurant family members human body medicine furniture household appliances the earth

weather natural disasters fauna wild animals countries of the world and more our tajik collection includes also vocabularies of

5000 7000 and 9000 words



Tajik Vocabulary for English Speakers - 5000 Words 2024-01-03 5000 word english tajik vocabulary the use of this 5000 word

tajik vocabulary will allow you to understand simple texts and will give you much needed confidence in everyday conversation

used in combination with a grammar course it will aid in your ability to correctly compose many phrases when watching tajik films

you will begin to hear and understand more and more words and phrases this guide will assist you in attaining a higher level of

tajik that will finally allow you to say i can speak tajik t p books vocabularies are intended to help you learn memorize and review

foreign wordsthe dictionary contains over 5000 commonly used wordsrecommended as additional support material to any

language coursemeets the needs of both beginners and advanced learnersconvenient for daily use reviewing sessions and self

testing activitiesallows you to assess your current vocabularythis book can also be used by foreign learners of english this revised

edition december 2013 contains 155 topics basic concepts numbers colors months seasons units of measurement clothing

accessories food nutrition restaurant family members relatives character feelings emotions diseases city town sightseeing

shopping money house home office working in the office import export marketing job search sports education computer internet

tools nature countries nationalities and more our tajik collection includes also vocabularies of 3000 7000 and 9000 words

English-Tajik Learner’s Dictionary (Arranged by Themes, Elementary Level) 2013-12 multi linguis offers you a frequency thematic

dictionary of the tajik language it includes up to 1 500 essential lemmas belonging to the elementary level the entries are divided

into 300 vocabulary themes as well as 1 importance level they are arranged by themes not by the alphabet the book is intended

to help you learn this language or revise your vocabulary in a thematic way but can also be applied for translating or entertaining

you may use it separately or as an additional tool for any suited educational course you can find full version of this and other

dictionaries of the tajik language on multilinguis com languages tajik l

Tajik Vocabulary for English Speakers - 7000 Words 2021-05-24 7000 word english tajik vocabulary the knowledge of

approximately 7000 words makes it possible to understand authentic tajik texts combining vocabulary with conversational practice

you will be able to produce fluent phrases and express your thoughts smoothly and accurately you will find it easy and natural to

talk about various everyday topics this knowledge and ability will help you to achieve the language level where you may

confidently say yes i do speak tajik t p books vocabularies are intended to help you learn memorize and review foreign wordsthe

dictionary contains over 7000 commonly used wordsrecommended as additional support material to any language coursemeets

the needs of both beginners and advanced learnersconvenient for daily use reviewing sessions and self testing activitiesallows

you to assess your current vocabularythis book can also be used by foreign learners of english this revised edition december

2013 contains 198 topics basic concepts numbers colors months seasons units of measurement clothing accessories food

nutrition restaurant family members relatives character feelings emotions diseases city town sightseeing shopping money house

home office working in the office import export marketing job search sports education computer internet tools nature countries

nationalities and more our tajik collection includes also vocabularies of 3000 5000 and 9000 words

English-Tajik Learner's Dictionary (Arranged by Themes, Beginner Level) 2013-12 multi linguis offers you a frequency thematic

learner s dictionary of the tajik language it includes up to 1500 essential words and phrases belonging to the beginner level a1

cefr the entries are divided into 150 vocabulary themes as well as 1 learning steps they are arranged by themes not by the

alphabet the book is intended to help you try out and learn this language but can also be applied for translating or entertaining

you may use it separately or as an additional tool for any suited educational course the multi linguis project is based on the

wiktionary corpus and created by one person the database of the learner s dictionaries includes 9 000 lemmas words and



phrases their translations in many languages as well as transcriptions transliterations and grammar information all these lemmas

are divided into 6 learning steps of 1500 entries each and also 150 vocabulary themes grouped in 30 super themes they can be

arranged by themes steps parts of speech or keywords but never by the alphabet different types of dictionaries are offered for the

same language they are designed in an original way to be convenient and efficient all of them are available in mobi format multi

linguis is presently able to publish such books for more than 70 languages it s planned to improve them and increase their

number you can find more dictionaries in this store

Theme-Based Dictionary British English-Tajik - 9000 Words 2016-07-07 t p books theme based dictionaries are intended to help

you learn memorize and review foreign words the dictionary contains over 9000 commonly used words recommended as

additional support material to any language course meets the needs of beginners and advanced learners of foreign languages

convenient for daily use reviewing sessions and self testing activities allows you to assess your current vocabulary this book can

also be used by foreigners to learn english this revised edition british english december 2013 contains 257 topics including basic

concepts numbers units of measurement the most important verbs time calendar day and night months seasons travel sightseeing

city shopping clothing accessories cosmetics telephone phone conversation foreign languages meals restaurant family members

human body medicine furniture household appliances the earth weather natural disasters fauna wild animals countries of the

world and more special features of t p books bilingual vocabularies words are arranged according to their meaning not

alphabetically content is presented in three columns to facilitate the reviewing and self testing processes each theme is composed

of small blocks of similar lexical units the vocabulary offers a convenient and simple transcription for each foreign word if you

have any question suggestion or feedback please contact us admin tpbooks com

English-Tajik Phrasebook and 3000-Word Topical Vocabulary 2013-12 english tajik phrasebook and 3000 word topical vocabulary

the collection of everything will be okay travel phrasebooks published by t p books is designed for people traveling abroad for

tourism and business the phrasebooks contain what matters most the essentials for basic communication this is an indispensable

set of phrases to survive while abroad some of the topics included in the phrasebook are asking for directions signs transportation

buying tickets hotel restaurant shopping greetings acquaintances communication gratitude health problems apologies farewell and

more this book also includes a small topical vocabulary that contains roughly 3 000 of the most frequently used words another

section of the phrasebook provides a gastronomical dictionary that may help you order food at a restaurant or buy groceries at

the store take everything will be okay phrasebook with you on the road and you ll have an irreplaceable traveling companion who

will help you find your way out of any situation and teach you to not fear speaking with foreigners tajik phrasebook tajik travel

phrasebook tajik phrase book tajik travel tajik dictionary basic tajik speak tajik speaking tajik tajik expressions tajik phrases travel

guide tajik tajik for travelers tajik for travel conversation in tajik simple tajik

Theme-Based Dictionary British English-Tajik - 5000 Words 2008 t p books theme based dictionaries are intended to help you

learn memorize and review foreign words the dictionary contains over 5000 commonly used words recommended as additional

support material to any language course meets the needs of beginners and advanced learners of foreign languages convenient

for daily use reviewing sessions and self testing activities allows you to assess your current vocabulary this book can also be

used by foreigners to learn english this revised edition british english december 2013 contains 155 topics including basic concepts

numbers units of measurement the most important verbs time calendar day and night months seasons travel sightseeing city

shopping clothing accessories cosmetics telephone phone conversation foreign languages meals restaurant family members



human body medicine furniture household appliances the earth weather natural disasters fauna wild animals countries of the

world and more special features of t p books bilingual vocabularies words are arranged according to their meaning not

alphabetically content is presented in three columns to facilitate the reviewing and self testing processes each theme is composed

of small blocks of similar lexical units the vocabulary offers a convenient and simple transcription for each foreign word if you

have any question suggestion or feedback please contact us admin tpbooks com

TAJIK-ENGLISH DICTIONARY 2013-12 t p books theme based dictionaries are intended to help you learn memorize and review

foreign words the dictionary contains over 3000 commonly used words recommended as additional support material to any

language course meets the needs of beginners and advanced learners of foreign languages convenient for daily use reviewing

sessions and self testing activities allows you to assess your current vocabulary this book can also be used by foreigners to learn

english this revised edition british english december 2013 contains 101 topics including basic concepts numbers units of

measurement the most important verbs time calendar day and night months seasons travel sightseeing city shopping clothing

accessories cosmetics telephone phone conversation foreign languages meals restaurant family members human body medicine

furniture household appliances the earth weather natural disasters fauna wild animals countries of the world and more special

features of t p books bilingual vocabularies words are arranged according to their meaning not alphabetically content is presented

in three columns to facilitate the reviewing and self testing processes each theme is composed of small blocks of similar lexical

units the vocabulary offers a convenient and simple transcription for each foreign word if you have any question suggestion or

feedback please contact us admin tpbooks com

Theme-Based Dictionary British English-Tajik - 3000 Words 2006-05-02 this is a conversational approach to the teaching and

learning of the tajiki language it uses authentic language material to help learners as they proceed through its topic based lessons

its emphasis on the spoken language promotes oral fluency alongside written skills both lessons and appendices present new

vocabulary and grammar simply and recycle material to provide opportunities for both controlled and free language learning the

appendices include not only lists of useful information and samples of commonly needed letters and speeches but also an

invaluable introduction to tajiki grammar and a comprehensive tajiki english dictionary of all the book s vocabulary over 4500

definitions

A Beginners' Guide to Tajiki 2005 4000 english tajik tajik english vocabulary is a list of more than 4000 words translated from

english to tajik as well as translated from tajik to english easy to use great for tourists and english speakers interested in learning

tajik as well as tajik speakers interested in learning english

Tajik-English dictionary 2016-03-24 4000 english tajik tajik english vocabulary is a list of more than 4000 words translated from

english to tajik as well as translated from tajik to english easy to use great for tourists and english speakers interested in learning

tajik as well as tajik speakers interested in learning english

4000+ English - Tajik Tajik - English Vocabulary 2016-03-24 1001 basic phrases english tajik is a list of more than 1000 basic

phrases translated from english to tajik phrases divided into sections such as numbers colors time days body greeting weather

shopping health emergency restaurant and more

4000+ English - Tajik Tajik - English Vocabulary 1998 1001 exercises english tajik is a collection of more than 1000 exercises for

english speakers each exercise is a phrase in english and 5 translation options in tajik you should choose from exercises divided

into sections such as numbers colors time days body greeting weather shopping health emergency restaurant and more



1001+ Basic Phrases English - Tajik 2000 this dictionary contains a two way dictionary a brief survey of tajik grammar and a

phrasebook section with ready made sentences for everyday situations there are also comments on tajik culture and lifestyle the

language used in this book reflects the tajik used in dushanbe the capital located in the central eastern region of tajikistan

1001+ Exercises English - Tajik 2020-01-19 to find audio files go to turkicum com click on the book title and then scroll down the

page below that page description of the book one can find the audio files tajiki thematic vocabulary and short stories is a

combination of vocabulary grouped under several themes and six easily read short stories this book is great supplementary

resource book and to be learned along with the book called tajiki real life conversation for beginners and your main grammar

book to enhance your skills on the road to tajiki fluency the vocabulary part provides english tajiki words and space to practice

writing those words at the end of each grouped thematic words some practice works are provided on purpose to help you

memorize the words faster the second half of the book consist of short stories that is written especially for students from beginner

to pre intermediate level the stories are designed to give you a sense of achievement and a feeling of progress when reading

stories are supported by free audio available online at turkicum com all audio tracks recorded by native speaker are free to

stream and download the audio supports the book and will enhance learner s reading and listening skills

Tajik-English, English-Tajik 2010 tajik vocabulary

Standard Tajik-English Dictionary 2016-04-09 to find audio files go to turkicum com click on the book title and then scroll down

the page below that page description of the book one can find the audio files tajiki real life conversations for beginners provides

you with a solid foundation for building conversation skills the book covers tajiki alphabet basic grammar points dialogues

vocabulary and phrases how this book works each 30 unit will have different conversations between two or more people who

discuss a common day to day matters each unit starts with short dialogue for warm up and longer dialogue for more reading tajiki

sentences are followed by english translations this ensures that you fully understand what is written there set of words taken from

conversations and phrases as well as additional words will broaden your words basis useful phrases with english translation and

pronunciation guide provide relevant and useful expression under the context final figure it out section provides set of exercises to

practice what you have learned and memorized you can check other tajiki and central asian language resources at turkicum com

Tajiki 2020-01-18 english tajik phrasebook and 250 word mini dictionary the collection of everything will be okay travel

phrasebooks published by t p books is designed for people traveling abroad for tourism and business the phrasebooks contain

what matters most the essentials for basic communication this is an indispensable set of phrases to survive while abroad some of

the topics included in the phrasebook are asking for directions signs transportation buying tickets hotel restaurant shopping

greetings acquaintances communication gratitude health problems apologies farewell and more you ll also find a mini dictionary

with 250 useful words required for everyday communication the names of months and days of the week measurements family

members and more take everything will be okay phrasebook with you on the road and you ll have an irreplaceable traveling

companion who will help you find your way out of any situation and teach you to not fear speaking with foreigners tajik

phrasebook tajik travel phrasebook tajik phrase book tajik travel tajik dictionary basic tajik speak tajik speaking tajik tajik

expressions tajik phrases travel guide tajik tajik for travelers tajik for travel conversation in tajik simple tajik

English-Tajik-Russian and Tajik-English-Russian dictionary + grammar 2016-07-07 english tajik phrasebook and 1500 word

concise dictionary the collection of everything will be okay travel phrasebooks published by t p books is designed for people

traveling abroad for tourism and business the phrasebooks contain what matters most the essentials for basic communication this



is an indispensable set of phrases to survive while abroad some of the topics included in the phrasebook are asking for directions

signs transportation buying tickets hotel restaurant shopping greetings acquaintances communication gratitude health problems

apologies farewell and more another section of the book also provides a small dictionary with more than 1 500 useful words

arranged alphabetically the dictionary includes a lot of gastronomic terms and will be helpful when ordering food at a restaurant or

buying groceries at the store take everything will be okay phrasebook with you on the road and you ll have an irreplaceable

traveling companion who will help you find your way out of any situation and teach you to not fear speaking with foreigners tajik

phrasebook tajik travel phrasebook tajik phrase book tajik travel tajik dictionary basic tajik speak tajik speaking tajik tajik

expressions tajik phrases travel guide tajik tajik for travelers tajik for travel conversation in tajik simple tajik

Tajik Vocabulary 2016-07-07 did you ever want to teach your kids the basics of tajik learning tajik can be fun with this picture

book in this book you will find the following features tajik alphabets tajik words english translations

Tajiki 2019-09-16 reading specialists calculate that foreign language learners need a vocabulary of at least 3 500 words to read

natural language materials on general subjects this book will help learners of tajiki to reach reading competence through its

carefully selected list of more than 5 000 lexical items and through other sections of the book which highlight reinforce and

promote practice using core vocabulary lexical items are given in cyrillic alphabetical order along with perso arabic transcriptions

and english equivalents

English-Tajik Phrasebook and 250-Word Mini Dictionary 2019-09-16 this guide to tajik language collects the most common tajik

phrases and expressions this phrasebook includes greetings food items directions sightseeing and many other categories of

expressions that will help you when traveling to tajik speaking parts of the world all of the expressions are transliterated in tajik

with labeled stress enabling any english speaker to pronounce the words with reasonable accuracy native tajik spelling is also

including this phrasebook is a must for anyone planning a trip to a tajik speaking part of the world or just to study the language

English-Tajik Phrasebook and 1500-Word Dictionary 2003-01-01 i love animals english tajik is a list of 50 animals images and

their names in english and tajik this is the perfect book for kids who love animals with this book children can build their animals

vocabulary and start to develop word and picture association

My First Tajik Alphabets Picture Book with English Translations 2016-01-24 this is a conversational approach to the teaching and

learning of the tajiki language it uses authentic language material to help learners as they proceed through its topic based lessons

its emphasis on the spoken language promotes oral fluency alongside written skills both lessons and appendices present new

vocabulary and grammar simply and recycle material to provide opportunities for both controlled and free language learning the

appendices include not only lists of useful information and samples of commonly needed letters and speeches but also an

invaluable introduction to tajiki grammar and a comprehensive tajiki english dictionary of all the book s vocabulary over 4500

definitions

My First Tajik Alphabets Picture Book with English Translations 2021 a musical companion to the hundred thousand fools of god

musical travels in central asia and queens new york by theodore levin

Basic Tajik(i) word list 2016-04-08 a profile of the history geography government culture people and economy of the former soviet

republic of tajikistan

Tajik Language 2004 this collection arises from the fifth international scientific conference language and speech in synchrony and

diachrony held in taganrog russia devoted to the memory of russian linguist and philosopher professor p v chesnokov it examines



the functioning of different levels of linguistic units and categories of speech with regard to intra and cross cultural communication

in pragmatics of speech the theory of language and speech is represented not only in synchrony but in diachrony in the

comparative and typological aspects of languages from various groups including non literate yenisei languages a further subject of

discussion within is the problem of translation and the relation of language and speech text and discourse the volume consists of

six parts part i language and its grammatical categories in diachronic aspect part ii grammar and other subsystems of the

language part iii cross cultural communication and translation part iv problems of linguistic and diachronic typology part v

pragmalinguistics and speech and part vi text discourse speech in anthropocentric paradigm the book will be of interest to

scholars of philology linguistics culture and humanities as well as those interested in issues of language culture and language

teaching methods

Farḣangi anglisī-tojikī 2017-11-12 it is hardly an overstatement to say that soviet linguists had a monopoly over tajik linguistics

before the dissolution of the soviet union when most studies on the language were accessible exclusively through russian and

tajik today however linguists dealing with tajik are diverse not only in terms of their location but also in terms of their disciplinary

orientation within linguistics making it difficult for the general linguist to work out the state of the art of the linguistic study of tajik

this volume aims to address this difficulty by collecting in a handbook format recent post soviet developments in the study of tajik

that now lie scattered in different subdisciplines of linguistics the volume thus showcases the state of the art of post soviet tajik

linguistics and can be used as a guide for linguists interested in the language

I Love Animals English - Tajik 1996

A Beginner's Guide to Tajiki 2006

Trilingual: the Combined Dictionary. English - Russian - Jewish - Tajik Dictionary 2017-05-11
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